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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 

We have divided our paper into two sections by giving equal space to exposition and excerpts drawn from the selected 

writings of both authors- The Transformation of Nature in Art (2014 edition)1 . Dance of Shiva (2012 edition) 2, Creative 

Unity 3and Art and Aesthetics.4 However, we have done a brief exposition of these works. For the recurrent in-text 

references, Anand K Coomaraswamy shall be referred as Coomaraswamy- as TNA for Transformation of Nature in Art. 

For other works, the full name as for Dance of Shiva. Likewise for Rabindra Nath Tagore will be referred as Tagore and 

in-text citations with names of his texts. 

 

A . SPIRITUALITY AND VEDANTA-UPANISHAD TRADITION:  

 

We have also briefly introduced the concepts of spirituality, Yoga and rasa as per traditional Indian Philosophy to 

contextualise our study. The term Spirituality in Sanskrit is Adhyatma is derived from two words -Ādhi and Ātman. Ādi 

means about the topic, and Atman means the soul. In traditional Indian Philosophy, the Spiritual activity refers to the 

activity of Ātman realisation, generally translated as self-realisation. This idea was more prominently expressed in the 

Vedantic/Upanishadic Philosophy, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Yoga-philosophywhich developed in India at the 

tail end of BCE.5 (Paraphrased: Dasgupta, Volume-II, p. 58-69) 

 

B. YOGA TRADITION:  

 

Though the Yoga tradition is really old and has references in the early Vedic era which  refer to  mystics who could 

have been the  of the later yogis. However, Yoga as a prominent Philosophical tradition Yoga became pronounced in 

Abstract : The paper focusses, primarily, on delineation of creating works of art and having an aesthetic delight 

drawn from these creative works as explicated in the writings of Anand K Coomaraswamy and Rabindranath 

Tagore. We have selected Coomaraswamy’s The Transformation of Nature in Art (2014 edition) and in Dance of 

Shiva (2012 edition), Rabindranath Tagore’s Art and Aesthetics and Creative Unity. Indian Aesthetic theories, 

which developed as an extension of Indian philosophical thoughts, put forth the concepts that enabled the process 

of self-realisation that is initiated by creative efforts or by drawing untainted joys from works of art. Creativity, 
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of aesthetic experience as drawn from these works.  The two thinkers have a divergent take on creative efforts yet 

have a similar approach in taking cues from traditional Indian Philosophies.  According to our paper, both 
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line of thought for referring to both the making of art and relishing the works of art.  In both approaches, the 
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work of art and drawing delight out of it, i.e., the rasa. 
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the tradition of Patanjai, following the metaphysics of the Sankhya thought, thus being referred to as Sankhya-Yoga. 

Patanjali defined Yoga as a practice of control over body, senses and mind. Yoga, in a less technical sense of achieving 

union with God, is also used, as in the Bhagvadgita to distinguish the alternate paths to karma (action) and 

Gyan(Knowledge) through such a union. (Paraphrased: Dasgupta, Volume-I, p.230-235).  

C. RASA THEORY: 

It would be relevant here to discuss the theory of Rasa Bhāva, which has been the centre of classical Indian Aesthetics. 

Bharata Muni, who was the writer of Natyashastra, advocated that, Rasa or aesthetic relish is realised through a 

combination of determinants or causes. The Indian sense of beauty, according to aesthetician Abhinavagupta, is Rasa, 

which is occasioned by a work of art. It is the process of perception, an amalgam of the art object's objective identity 

and its experience by the beholder.  The concept of rasa has been prevalent since the times of Vedas and was used to 

refer to honey, milk and Soma (nectar). The word rasa, in the Indian philosophical tradition came to be associated with 

the sense of taste, and hence the word relish became associated with it. In the later phase of the Indian philosophical 

tradition, during the Upanishadic phase, the phrase raso vai sah describing the eternal nature of Brahman equated the 

rasa with an experience of spiritual bliss. (Barlingay, S.S. Chapter-4)6 

Many thinkers developed theories of creative goals as self-realization or realisation of Atman, which is identical to the 

ultimate spiritual reality, and introduced the notion of Naad Brahman, the concept of energy or a creative energy (Dalal, 

R., p.145)7 as explicated by Tagore in the works cited here. The concept of spiritual identity between the knower and 

the known, as explicated in the Vedanta discourse, has been contextualised by Coomaraswamy in his analysis of art 

activity. The linearity of seeking an intellectual ascent by having a control over mind and its fleeting diversions by being 

self-aware and skilfully dextrous, as put forth in Yoga tradition, has been deliberated by Coomaraswamy’s narration on 

art activity and Aesthetic joy. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY, LITERATURE AND PURPOSE 
We have followed the original works of these two thinkers. We have cited some excerpts from the Primary Resources 

and have made comments based on our interpretations. So, the work can be described as an expository-interpretive 

analysis. Besides following the original works of these two thinkers, we have used some references from recent 

scholarship available on open-access platforms to substantiate our views.   

 

This paper aims to bring forth the Aesthetic concepts as delineated by Indian thinkers in the mainstream Aesthetic and 

art theories. Also, this includes a feasible application of these theories in the contemporary worldview. 

 

 

Section-1: 

ANAND  KENTISH COOMARASWAMY 

  

 INTRODUCTION TO COOMARASWAMY’S ANALYSIS 

Anand Kentish Coomaraswamy or AKC in the popular reference ‘developed a complex reading of Indian art in terms 

of spiritualism which has influenced generations of Indian artists and art historians. His works reveal an interesting 

combination of rigorous sociology, transcendental metaphysics, and a profound understanding of Indian art history.’ 

(Deshpande, ‘Anand Coomaraswamy’).8 The prominent Aesthetician and art historian, Nihar Ranjan Ray, notes that, ‘it 

is Coomaraswamy who remains a source to which one inevitably turns for an understanding of Indian arts and aesthetics. 

(as cited by Deshpande, ‘Anand Coomaraswamy’) 

  

While Coomaraswamy’s works abound with references to his critique of European art by contrasting it  with the Asian, 

primarily the Indian approach-the present paper has focused on his narrative of art activity being akin to a Yogic and a 

spiritual endeavour. A KC is called “a man of two cultures; occidental and oriental, yet it can be gathered that 

Coomaraswamy formed a ‘Perennial Philosophy of Mankind’ since he wanted to serve not merely India but Humanity 

and to be as universal as possible–like the Avalokiteśvara.” (Deshpande, ‘Ananda_Coomaraswamy’) 

 

Coomaraswamy’s reference to pratyaksha and its difference from sadrashya as detailed in The Transformation of 

Nature in Art ratifies his admiration of Indian resistance to an art activity focussed upon hedonistic reference or mere 

sensuous pleasure. (Coomaraswamy,TNA, p.12-17). 
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Coomaraswamy was disenchanted with the modern industrial civilization with its focus on what can be referred as 

optically -visually attractive forms made through machines or with just a focus on the visually presentable art, which 

according to him were the hallmarks of European forms. While Rabindranath Tagore could synthesize traditional values 

with the demands of modern society, Coomaraswamy refrained from any such synthesis, yet the present paper has 

flagged the points of a similar and parallel arguments of both thinkers. 

 

In the Transformation of Nature in Art, history of India is contrasted with European modernity and its passion for an 

empiricist division of subject and object, humanity, and the world. According to Coomaraswamy, the Indian 

metaphysical and Epistemological views do not separate subjective and objective as exclusive categories.  He notes that 

‘the subsistence of reality requires the locus of the space where the intelligible can meet with the sensible, and this is 

the idealised vision ably created by a spiritual endeavour called art.’(Paraphrased: Coomaraswamy, TNA, p.11) 

According to Coomaraswamy, vision to Indian tradition did not merely imply a physical perceptual experience 

rather the ‘aesthetic idealization of the visual image in Indian art implies rather a symbolic and mathematically 

ideal icon.   

  Accordingly, the Indian icon fills the whole field of vision at once; all is equally clear and equally 

essential…the eye is not led to range from one point to another, as in empirical vision…” 

(Coomaraswamy, TNA, p. 28-29)  

 

Coomaraswamy focusses on the idea of identity of subject and object and on the primacy of consciousness as 

is delineated across the traditional Indian Vedant discourse and in the Indian Philosophy of Yoga. 

Coomaraswamy tries to present an ‘ideal determination of the arts wherein the inner mental vision is represented 

and where the self perceives the Self.” (Coomaraswamy,TNA, p.11)  In order to transcend the fragmented world, 

Coomaraswamy takes recourse to contemplation that unifies the subject with the object and this type of 

contemplation.  

 

ART ACTIVITY ACCORDING TO COOMARASWAMY: SPIRITUAL AND YOGIC  

 

Coomaraswamy identifies art making or creative effort with yoga. The artist is to act in a detached manner, by 

overcoming the mundane desires and passions, and thereby becoming dextrous in creating a work that externalizes his 

inner vision. He states, 

 

“The maker of an icon, having by various means proper to the practice of Yoga eliminated the distracting 

influences of fugitive emotions… proceeds to visualize the form of the devatā ...aspect of God.” 

(Coomaraswamy, TNA, p.5) 

 

According to AKC, in order to understand the making of things as an art or as a creative effort we must turn to 

the operation of the artist as a contemplator as well as a skilful or a dextrous Yogi. Traditionally, 

Coomaraswamy writes, the making/ creative activity  of a thing by art is two-fold i.e., it implicates two faculties 

— one, creative, and the other, operative. In the first operation, an idea/image is “seen” by the artist in the antar-

hṛdayākāṣa (inner-space)…” (Coomaraswamy, TNA, p.6) and then, this image is embodied in a material. If the 

former operation is yoga, the latter is technical. 

 

Yoga is a form of mental concentration that is practiced very intensely to remove all distinction between the 

subject and the object of contemplation — in other words, it is a means of achieving unity of consciousness. It 

is in yoga that the artist “sees” the image of what he wishes to make — Coomaraswamy notes ‘that arising of 

the image is not by an act of will whether human or divine, but of attention(dhāraṇa) when the will is at rest’. 

(Coomaraswamy, Dance of Shiva, p.48). 

 

Before he begins his work, then, Coomaraswamy insists that the artist must clear the mirror of his intellect and gather 

his scattered powers for the act of creation— so, he must practice such disciplines as fasting, prayer, and meditation. 

According to one of the Silpa Sastras 

“The śilpan (artist) should understand the Atharva Veda, the thirty-two Śilpa śāstras, and the Vedic mantras by which 

the deities are invoked. ( Coomaraswamy, Dance of Shiva,p.48). 
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In scholastic terms, this phase, according to AKC, is called intuition, an act of imagination, or act of contemplative 

vision. Coomaraswamy states the conception of the work of art as determined outwardly to use and inwardly to a delight 

of the reason. 

 

Coomaraswamy, flagging the point of the artist being a Spiritual-Yogi states,’ that the artist/imager draws a divine form 

in her or his mind by being a spiritually elevated person and by being empathetic in her or his disposition. Such an artist 

can act upon the Knowledge and vision similar to a self-realised person.’ (Paraphrased: Coomaraswamy, p.5). This 

becomes clear from the following excerpt: 

The imager must realize a complete self-identification with it… the form thus known in an act of non-

differentiation, being held in view as long as may be necessary is the model from which he proceeds to execution 

in stone, pigment, or other material.”(TNA,p.5) 

 

 AKC, according to us, has thereby emphasised on the spirituality determined focus on art activity by elaborating on a 

syncretic act of combining the sensible with the intelligible to highlight the ethical  goal as the main purpose of art 

activity. His sense of Spiritualism engages with mind and theology and focusses on ethical righteousness enabled by 

cultivating Yogic skill of control over mind and body, and thus presents a Gnostic view of art, beauty and aesthetic 

delight. He recurrently reiterated that the Indian art did not focus on the sensation and sensuous.  

 Following excerpt ratify our thesis: 

  

“The formal element in art represents a purely mental activity, citta-sañña. From this point of view, it will 

appear natural enough that India should have developed a highly specialized technique of vision. The maker of 

an icon, having by various means proper to the practice of Yoga eliminated the distracting influences of fugitive 

emotions and creature images, self-willing and self-thinking, proceeds to visualize the form of the devata (aspect 

of God) described in a given canonical prescription, sādhana, mantram, dhyāna.”  (TNA, Dance of Shiva, p.43) 

 

So, according to Coomaraswamy beatitude and art are names for one and the same experience — an intuition of reality 

and of identity. So, the artisan tries to see the material world around him as a manifestation of the Universal Spirit, and 

tries capture the intrinsic unity and harmony of the whole of creation. What emerges from this is that Indian art, 

according to Coomaraswamy is spiritual in nature — in its creation, in its existence, and in its purpose.  

 

AESTHETIC JOY ACCORDING TO COOMARASWAMY 

The ideal of beauty implicit in Indian art is a beauty that is impersonal and not an ideal of varied individual beauty, but 

is representative of the formalised and rhythmic concept of it. In the process, a true work of art fulfils the most important 

need of the human life- as a support of contemplation: for the last end of the work of art is the same as its beginning — 

the experience of rasa: In Coomaraswamy’s words, even the connoisseur or the recipient of the work of art will live 

through aesthetic delight when s/he is competent. This competence includes. ‘purity of heart, inner character of 

obedience and ideal sensitivity detached from personal biases. So, Rasa is derived by a person who can overcome 

subjective preferences and like a vedantic seer can enjoy inscrutable spirituality.’ (Paraphrased:  Coomaraswamy, TNA, 

p.50-51). 

 

Of primary importance here is the concept of rasa. Coomaraswamy illustrates that this word is traditionally used, ‘(a) 

with reference to the various, usually eight or nine, distilled emotional conditions which may constitute the theme of a 

given literary work and (b) with reference to the interior act of tasting flavour un-particularized. In other words, he 

writes, the aesthetic experience, ‘though is an inscrutable experience is certainly realisable by those competent persons 

who also engage with the work of art in a Yogic disposition of detaching from personal biases, and thereby relishing the 

joy spiritually.’ (Paraphrased: Coomaraswamy, TNA, p.51)  

 

Section-II 

RABINDRANATH TAGORE 

Tagore's philosophy reflects the significant influence of the Upanishadic doctrine of spirituality, bliss, and harmonious 

beauty. 

However, unlike the Upanishadic concept of freedom, where the soul merges with the ultimate reality transcendentally, 

Tagore does not believe in a world of spiritual truth that does not have an empirical basis. For Tagore, ‘heaven beyond 

this world is incomprehensible, while man represents the will of the absolute reality.' (Tagore, Sadhana, p.121)9He says 
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that to believe in a reality other than what is given to us empirically is to disbelieve the complete truth of the ultimate 

creator, who has given us this unique world. The whole creation is the self-sacrifice of the supreme being, and Man's 

self-realization lies in expressing himself through creation, which involves worship of beauty. 

INTRODUCTION TO TAGORE 

In most of the systems of Indian Philosophy, salvation or freedom of souls is described as the state of non-worldly 

existence. When liberalizing above the chain of birth and death, a soul attains freedom from worldly existence. In 

popular Hindu theology, a free soul is believed to go to heaven, where it lives in communion with God, gets all sensual 

pleasure, and lives there for eternity for happiness.  

Two views are prevalent among Indian thinkers. 1. Adavaitavāda, where salvation is conceived to be a state where 

Ātman becomes absorbed in Brahman 2. Viśistha advaitavāda, which propagates the view that after liberation soul 

becomes part of Brahman.(Paraphrased: Dalal, R., p.54-58) 

Tagore's concept of salvation is different from these traditional views. For Tagore, heaven beyond this world is 

unintelligible. His notion of salvation is not negative; as for him, freedom is not a state of complete void or emptiness. 

Vedanta Philosophy says that in liberation, the soul is isolated and is a passive existence of man. On the other hand, the 

notion of salvation, as understood by Tagore, is not found in isolation but in union with the world. The world is desirable 

as it is a place mixed with pain and pleasure, and salvation exists in getting joy. Salvation also frees his personality from 

the narrow limitation of selfhood, diffusing himself to other selves, becoming united with the world, and getting 

liberated. This freedom is expressed in his creative act.  

Tagore’s conception of Beauty is often tingled with strange curiosity. Strangeness and beauty are combined in the unity 

of word and meaning in his writings that makes form and objectivity an interior phenomenon, be it thought or feeling 

or both. The outcome is very exquisite and attractive beauty 

MAN AS A CREATOR: 

Rabindranath Tagore's aesthetic insight was deeply rooted in his native culture. According to him, the idea of beauty 

does not emanate from the outside; rather, it energizes and enriches the mind and helps us behold our inner light, which 

helps us recognize that God is all sweetness (Raso vai sah ) as pointed out in  the Tattirῑya Upaniṣad (Barlingay, S.S. 

p.86) This Rasa, or sweetness, is the mysterious essence of beauty. It is the quintessential truth that is beyond our reason's 

reach. According to him, the idea of beauty and ugliness are formed in our minds through our experiences. 

The goal of creativity has not only been the creation of Rasa, but a man also is free, and his freedom is expressed through 

his creative act. Man's true nature is not revealed in his act of necessity but in the act that he does joyfully.  

In his book Creative Unity, Tagore states that ‘human society is for the best expression of man and that expression, 

according to its perfection, leads him to realize the divine in humanity fully. Man's surplus emotive energy gets 

expressed in his creation of the world; in this process, he also becomes divine.’(Tagore, Creative Unity p. 36) 

According to Tagore, the inner urge for creation makes a man a Universal man who is the ideal human being. The 

creative personality of man shows that in him, an animal's life has taken a different bend. An animal is bound to the law 

of natural selection, and therefore, it only expresses that which is attributed to it by God; in return, it cannot give anything 

back. As a creator, man offers God his songs, art, and literature. 

SALVATION THROUGH WORSHIP OF BEAUTY  

According to Rabindranath Tagore liberation of a man did not consist in the negation of life but a full blooming of it 

with perfect possibilities. This thought forms the basis of his aesthetic theory. Tagore believed that God had created this 

world with various beauties for our enjoyment and endowed us with a creative spirit. The best form of God worship and 

process of God realization is to enjoy the beauties of nature and to worship God through our creative work. The idea of 

renouncing the world and undergoing physical mortification for spiritual enlightenment distorts human personality and 

negates sanity. God does not want the world to be a cheerless desert and Man to be a rigorous ascetic. Out of his love 
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for humanity, he creates the beauty of nature so that man can get joy and feel the love of the Supreme Being. We feel 

the presence of eternally existing 'Sachidananda' in beauty and love diffused in the world. (Tagore, Creative Unity, p15) 

According to Tagore, 

 "....truth reveals itself in beauty. For, if beauty were a mere accident, a reat in the eternal fabric of things, then it would 

hurt and would be defeated by the antagonism of facts. Beauty is no Fantasy. It has the everlasting meaning of 

reality."(Tagore, Creative Unity, p. 26) 

God created our sense organs to enjoy the form, colour, beauty, and taste revealed in nature. Tagore, unlike the 

traditional Indian thought process, did not agree with the view that sensual enjoyment is a sin. Instead, he believed that 

we could touch the infinite with the help of finite sense. Through the form, we can touch the formless. Tagore never 

rejects the importance of the body or senses. He wants to touch the body with the help of a body. Unlike the seers, 

Tagore does not want to touch worldly things by spirit. Like a Mortal being, he wants to enjoy mortal objects. 

Nevertheless, again, in this mortality, he establishes; in material things, he adds something ethereal, spiritual, where it 

transcends mere physical.  

According to the poet, the whole creation is self -Sacrifice of the Supreme Being. The whole creation is the place for 

performing the Yajña in which He sacrifices Himself by expressing Himself through forms, colours, and beauty. 

However, here lies his joy and freedom. So, man's freedom also lies in expressing himself as a creator. This world which 

is God's creation, calls the creative instinct in man and makes him a partner of God in the process of artistic creation. 

With this view of transcendental bliss through creativity, Tagore marks his position as different from the Upanishads, 

where salvation detaches a being from the mundane world, where spirituality and the empirical world do not merge. 

SPIRITUAL EXCELLENCE IS THE GOAL OF CREATIVITY 

 Art, according to Tagore is the response of man's creative soul to the call of the Real. ‘Art is intrinsically valuable, and 

it is a mysterious expression of the human spirit and an expression of emotion, not a rational self. So, creativity is the 

expression of the joy of unity within ourselves. Beauty reveals in its form a unity to which all that seems various is so 

related that it mysteriously strikes sympathetic chords to the music of unity in our being.' (Paraphrased: Tagore, Sadhna 

p. 122).   

We infer that for Tagore, beauty is truth, and the truth is beauty; it consists of the harmony of facts. In creativity, an 

emotional ideal is necessary, and it is that which is actively expressive. All the language of joy is beauty, but this joy is 

not mere pleasure, and beauty is not merely visually pretty. The unique character of this joy is that it is the outcome of 

a detachment from self and living in the freedom of spirit. This notion of freedom can be equated with the notion of 

spiritual salvation.  

CONCLUSION OF THE PAPER:  
 

The paper has notified that Coomaraswamy contends that the traditional Indian art activity, as inferred from Indian 

Philosophies, implies being like a spiritual endeavour in producing a work that can simultaneously combine the visual 

with an intellectual vision and sensible with the intelligible and can simulate a synthesis of particular with the universal. 

He has also flagged the point that artistic endeavour can be argued as a dextrous attempt like that propounded in Yoga 

Philosophy and thereby emphasise on moral upliftment via creativity. Likewise, Tagore insisted on seeking spiritual 

realisation through creative efforts toward beauty. The entire creation, according to Tagore, is an explication of the self-

sacrifice of the supreme being, and Man's self-realization lies in expressing himself through creation, which involves 

the worship of beauty. 

 

As explicated in our paper, both thinkers have reaffirmed that all art in Indian aesthetics is considered a path for the 

realization of the Ultimate Reality, which is made available as the experience of these works. Hence, art activity, art 

experience, and seeking harmony and beauty according to Indian tradition are spiritual in content and intent. This 

becomes critically significant to address the importance of connecting art with a responsible attitude of being unbiased 

and not pursuing it for purposes of  only utility and commerce. 
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